
Personal Development: Form Time 1 

Our World: people, politics and key news 



The Key Players in the General Election 



The General Election 

The General Election is about 3.5 weeks away – 12 December 

Parliament is shut – all the MPs and other potential candidates are out in their local constituencies, campaigning for election. 

Although Brexit is top of the agenda, remember that the following areas are just as important (if not more!): 

 

The National Health Service (NHS): how we can improve it, particularly with a growing elderly population 

 

Education: schools are not properly or fairly funded: which party will deal with this? 

 

Policing: numbers of officers have been cut by over 20,000 over the last few years. People want to feel safe and secure. 

 

Defence: how much should we pay each year out of our country’s budget for defence? 5% of our income is the target the USA 
want us to get to. Should defence come before the NHS, or schools, or policing? 

 

The environment: which party is really committed to making the changes our planet needs? 

 

The vulnerable: which party will genuinely help those who need it the most (housing, benefits, welfare support, mental 
health)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Let me introduce you to ….the Conservative Party 

The Conservative and Unionist Party was founded in 1834. 

The Conservatives are classified as a centre-right party. 

The current leader of the Conservative Party is Boris Johnson. 

The Conservatives are classified as the Government in Parliament, as they won the largest 

number of seats at the 2017 General Election. As their leader, Boris Johnson is therefore the 

current Prime Minister. 



What the Conservatives say they will do…… 

They are campaigning with the buzz phrase: Get Brexit done – Unleash Britain’s 

Potential. Some of their key campaign promises includes: 

■ Deliver Brexit immediately, by getting Parliament to approve the new deal Boris 

Johnson negotiated last month with EU leaders. 

■ Inject £33.9 billion into the NHS by 2024 – includes building 40 more hospitals and 

5 new medical schools to train doctors. 

■ Provide more money for schools, and guarantee a minimum funding of £5000 per 

secondary student per year. 

■ Create 10,000 new prison spaces, and recruit 20,000 more police officers by 2022. 

■ Develop free trade deals around the world post-Brexit, to develop a strong economy 

Hear the Prime Minister himself, in a funny video (note the 20,000 police officers’ 

signs everywhere! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97zPDojMWiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97zPDojMWiQ


Our Environment and Planet 
 

 
Positive news this week: 

 

Germany currently has 21,000 electric charging points 

for cars. Their government has announced a target of 

100,000,000 (million) by 2033. 

 

Scientists have estimated that the amount of plastic 

bags found in the world’s oceans has decreased by 

about 30% since fees were introduced requiring 

shoppers to actually pay for the bags. 

 

Following pressure from investors, HSBC Bank has 

announced that it would mostly stop funding new coal 

power plants, oil sands and arctic drilling. HSBC is the 

latest in a long line of prominent companies who are 

getting on board with environmental concerns. 



Form Time 2 
Our World: Art and Culture 



Our Sculpture(s) of the Week 

Our Sculptor of the week is an American called Michael Alfano. 

He has been sculpting for over 20 years, and has won numerous awards, including the Sculptor of 

the Year. 

Michael likes to provoke, and make people think by presenting them with a particular image. 

On the next two slides are examples of some of his work – see what ideas they provoke in you. 



This sculpture was called 

‘The Questioning Mind’ 





Our Photographs of the Week 
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Northern Ireland – The Prime Minister on the General Election campaign trail, visiting a potato factory 



South Africa: the Rugby World Cup winning team visits a local community to celebrate their victory. 

 



Australia: the riders in the world famous Melbourne Cup horse race head towards the finishing line 



Hong Kong: Police clash with protestors as the region increasingly becomes out of control. Last week 

saw the first protestor death, and live bullets have also been fired by the police for the first time. 



England: an example of some of the serious flooding that has hit the north of the 

country last week, damaging hundreds of homes and killing several people 



Our Artist of the Week 




